Abstract
Independence of administrative courts

Understanding the independence of administrative courts
The term "Independence of the judicial system" (Article 7 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania), means "The emancipation of justice agents". Based on this definition, there are two notions that require the necessity of giving a definition and therefore a meaning. a) Emancipation: The term Emancipation means high professional and moral integrity, impartiality in law enforcement and the avoidance of arbitrariness through providing justice.
b) Agent: The term Agent, means persons named in conformity with legal procedures, charged for the exercise of magistral functions. The issue of independence of the judiciary should bear in mind that at once mentions the foundations of a democratic state of law.
Montesquieu, who is the creator of the concept of judicial independence, thought that its independence achieved through the principle of separation of powers. This universal principle was providing in Article 7 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania.
The principle of separation of powers has as main goal, the application of liberal and functional democracy, to prevent the possibility of concentration of power in one hand, otherwise known as the principle of unity of power. According to Montesquieu's idea, there is no liberty, if the power of judging isn't separate from the legislative and executive power. This is a fundamental principle because it allows the separation and independence of the judiciary, the political power, which establishes justice by put under the rule of law each subject.
In Article 5 of the draft-law "On the administrative adjudication of disputes and organization of administrative justice" is providing (Article 5, of Law):
"-1.Criteria for appointment and career of judges, their status, responsibility for disciplinary violations, disciplinary measures, disciplinary proceedings, court administration services, as well as judicial reorganization regulated by the law No.9877, dated 18.02.2008 "On organization of the judiciary in the Republic of Albania", except for the case when this law provides otherwise."
This provision seems to create favorable conditions for the independence of administrative courts; because the rules that are applying to other courts, will apply to administrative courts unless otherwise stipulated in this Law ("this law", means when this draft law will enter in force). This means that law "On organization of the judiciary in the Republic of Albania", will extend its legal effects to the administrative courts at the same time.
Type of independence
Jurisdictional independence
Administrative jurisdictional order can be consider authentic only if the rules of operation and the status of administrative judges is different from that of other judges. Different European countries for example Italy, Germany and France, have administrative jurisdictional order in the literal meaning, because the rules of their functioning are made based on a law other than that of other courts such as civil, or criminal. Based on the foregoing arguments, naturally I raise a question: Is guaranteed an administrative jurisdictional system, under the provisions of Law "On the administrative courts"? From a logical interpretation made in Article 5.1 of the law (cited above), flaring fact that administrative courts will function in accordance with the law on the organization of the judiciary in Albania. This fact brings us therefore logical argument that we are not facing an administrative jurisdictional system (Article 5\1 of Law ).
Indipendence from external influences
The independence of administrative courts achieves through those constitutional elements:
Exclusion of hierarchical relations; Publication of judicial decisions; Manner of appointment of judges; Promotion of judges; Discharging from service.
Exclusion of hierarchical relations
Article 145/1 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, provides: "Judges are independent and subject only to the Constitution and the laws". Based on what is mentioned above, making a literal and logical interpretation at the same time, we conclude that judges have no dependency relations between each other, in the sense that in the process of exercising their competences, they doesn't follow orders, which is a typical phenomenon for hierarchical structures that exist frequently in a working relationship. Find the opportunity to mention the fact that even countries like Germany, Italy, etc, has applied this form of judicial structure, where judges are not obliged to take a decision according to specific order, or on the injunction, but to execute decisions of courts in hierarchic order only.
Principle of legitimate interests' protection
Principles of administrative judgment. The Law that we are analyzing treats two different definitions, such as subjective rights and the legitimate interest. These two rights are so similar to each other, that as late as practicable often were confused between them, like being synonymous to each other. The legal doctrine makes the difference between these two rights, describing them in this way. "Subjective rights" are rights that relate closely to the subjects of law, while "legitimate interest" is a right that subjects not related closely to the subjects of law. For example, a public administration authority has issued an administrative act addressed to a person "X", which has made a construction without permission. The subject of the administrative act was "Demolition of construction, made without permission". Next to this construction is another building, which risks bringing down, if the building without permission will demolish. In those conditions, person "Y", the owner of the building that threatens to collapse, is entitled to be addresses to competent authority, requesting the amendment of administrative act, or its abrogation. As noted, the administrative act was not address to "Y", but to "X". Because of this administrative act affects the interests of "Y", he has the right to dispute the administrative act, because in this case his legitimate interest is violated.
Right to a fair trial and within reasonable time of judgment
The right to a fair trial, is one of the most important rights of humans, besides every ones right to life, because it is a right where are summarized many human rights, that are strongly connected with the performance of a judicial process. This right was guarantee by the Constitution of the Republic of Albania in article 42, which stated explicitly that anyone for protecting his constitutional and legal rights, freedoms and interests, has the right to a fair trial. … Another source of law, except the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, is the European Convention on Human Rights, which defines the right to a fair trial (Article 42 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania).
The Article 6 of the Convention stipulates that everyone have the right to a fair and impartial trial, to determinate his rights and civil obligations. In a simple reading of Article 6 of the Convention, the right to a fair administrative trial seems not included in the right to a fair trial process (Article 6 of European Convention for Human Rights).
The European Court of Human Rights, has a court decision, in which Article 6 of the Convention has become an expanded interpretation and it is concluded that part of this right are administrative processes too.
Guaranteeing of this right is provide by the Code of Civil Procedure, which under the provisions of this draft law, will be applied in administrative court proceedings, with the exception of some provisions. According to the definitions made in the Constitution of the Republic of Albania and the International Convention on Human Rights, we conclude that the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms in domestic judicial processes but also European ones have legal guarantees to be condacted fairly and impartially.
To consolidate the implementation of this principle, the Constitution of the Republic of Albania has assigned the Constitutional Court to guarantee control of a fair trial. An integral part of the right to a fair trial is the development of a trial within a reasonable time. As easily noticed, this principle is not base on fixed deadlines provided. Taking advantage of this space, are numerous cases of violations of the timeliness by the Albanian courts in rendering justice, extending the overlong processes, for various reasons, which can not be considered as legal reasons. To show the importance of this right is sufficient to mention a monumental and historical saying of right and justice, "justice delayed is justice denied". This right is providing in Constitution of the Republic of Albania and in the European Convention on Human Rights.
The Constitution of the Republic of Albania, stated, "Anyone for protection of rights, freedoms and interests of his constitutional and legal ... has the right to a trial .... within a reasonable time". Judicial practice of the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg has shown that although reasonable time is subjective, time spent is an objective fact. According to this court when judging a claim for violation of reasonable trial period, take into consideration other factors such as:
a. Complexity of a case; b. Interest that may be affected; c. Manner of treating the issue by the judicial authority; d. Behavior of the claimant, during the trial ...etc;
Principle of non-termination of the judgment, due to default of appearance of parties in the process
The inclusion of this principle in the Law "On the administrative courts", constitutes a deviation from the practice followed so far by the Albanian courts. Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Albania provides that if the claimant is not present at the hearing to irrational reasons, or for reasons that do not justify the absence of claimant in judgment, entitles the court to cease the trial of claim. Law "On the administrative courts", predicts that the absence of parties at the hearing, does not give rise to dismiss the case. It is important to note the fact that this principle applies only to written legal acts, which means that it will not break the judgment before we are due to the absence of the parties in the process only to written legal acts. Faced with this legal fact, I raise the question: -Does actions taken from a public administration organ, not in writing manner are the subject of this principle? From a literal and logical interpretation at the same time, that we do to this provision, we conclude that this principle does not apply to non-written acts, which in practice often facing and are different types. This means that raising a claim against a non-written act taken by a public administration organ, as well as the plaintiff's absence without reasonable causes, may empower the court to cease the administrative investigation of the claim. At the same time can be as certain the fact that for written administrative acts, shall not apply forecasting of the Civil Procedure Code to dismiss the case, as it will rely on two basic principles of law:
In parenthesis, praising guarantees that this provision has in relation to the right of hearing, declaration of legal positions, of the European Court of Human Rights and the Constitutional Court of Albania, will make that this provision and opportunities to improve it, will be the focus of further discussions. European Court of Human Rights has organically connected party's right to be informed with documentation that is administer by the court, with the guarantee of the right of defense.
Therefore, if the subject argues that he did not become aware of a document or written proof, which brings a direct impact on the quality of defense, then it cannot be repaired by the court, because it is an administrative procedure.
In The Constitutional Court in several decisions has treated the impact of disregard of the right of hearing during the decision-making process, by treating this issue in the context of the right of benign protected.
The 
